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Abstract: Private governance can be defined as the phenomenon of private actors pursuing public goals and interests in the exercising of traditional state functions in the forms of rulemaking, implementation and dispute resolution. Private governance in these three ‘columns’ can have different sources and can be either ‘state driven’ or ‘market driven’. Whereas implications of private governance have to some extent been explored in public law, this article analyses the legal implications in private law and suggests a specific systematic approach. As examples, we focus on the supply chain as a market driven private governance system and the private provision of universal services as a state driven private governance system. The analysis shows how such private governance systems pose an immense challenge to the existing doctrines of private law and create considerable legal uncertainty. The analysis also leads to two more precise findings: (1) a private law analysis can benefit from focusing on the interplay between private governance in the three columns, and (2) the implications in private law seem to be of a different nature in the market driven as compared to the state driven private governance systems analysed.

Résumé: La gouvernance privée peut être définie comme le phénomène par lequel des acteurs privés poursuivent des objectifs publics dans l’exercice de fonctions traditionnellement étatiques telles que la réglementation, l’exécution et la résolution des litiges. La gouvernance privée peut dans le contexte de ces trois ‘piliers’ avoir des sources différentes et émaner soit de l’état soit du marché. Bien que les implications de la gouvernance privée ont dans une certaine mesure fait l’objet de recherches en droit public, le présent article en analyse les implications juridiques en droit privé et propose une approche systématique spécifique. Concrètement, nous nous focalisons sur la chaîne logistique comme un exemple de gouvernance privée menée par le marché et sur la fourniture par des acteurs privés de services universels comme un exemple de gouvernance privée émanant de l’état. Notre analyse montre comment de tels systèmes de gouvernance privée représentent un défi considérable pour les doctrines de droit privé existantes et peuvent créer une incertitude juridique importante. Notre analyse mène également à deux conclusions plus précises: 1) une analyse de droit privé peut bénéficier d’une concentration sur l’interaction entre les éléments de gouvernance privée à travers les trois piliers, et 2) les implications pour le droit privé semblent dans les systèmes analysés être de différente nature suivant si on
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se concentre sur la gouvernance privée émanant du marché ou sur celle qui est conduite par l’état.


1. Introduction

1.1. The Concept of Private Governance, Its Levels and Sources

This article concerns the role of private law in different types of private governance systems. It starts out by defining the concept of private governance and by putting it into context.

Private actors have always had considerable room for regulating market activity. Through choice of organization and contractual practices, they may create their own legal orders by prescribing their own rules and standards of behaviour. They also play a significant role in the implementation of such private legal orders and finally, private actors may choose their own means of dispute resolution. In this way, the activities of private actors can be seen as mirroring all of the traditional state governance functions in the forms of rulemaking, implementation and dispute resolution. The term *private governance* may be used to describe such activities of private actors.

In recent decades, different societal developments seem to have expanded the room for private governance of both traditional commercial activities and the supply of a variety of goods and services of critical importance to markets and welfare. Budgetary constraints and general ideological and political movements have led many welfare states to liberalization of markets and *privatization* of what they previously considered ‘public tasks’, including the provision of services of general interest and (other) welfare services. Supported by *globalization* and *digitalization*, an increasing number of private actors operate as powerful entities
on transnational (sometimes even global) markets challenging the governing role and reach of states. The societal impact of some private actors has created a public call for private actors to safeguard certain public values and interests in their private governance. For example, we have witnessed an increasing interest amongst private actors in voluntarily pursuing public values and interests such as human rights, social policy, health and environmental protection through private standard setting and/or Corporate Social Responsibility policies (CSR). With these developments, private governance has become a matter of general public interest.

Thus, terminologically, one could speak of public interest private governance or public private governance covering the types of situations just mentioned. In contrast, the term private interest private governance or private private governance can be used for describing situations in which private governance is a tool for regulating purely commercial activities that do not seek to pursue values and goals in the public interest. As an example could be mentioned commercial contracts that define the duties of the parties to the contract (regulation), stipulate the way in which the contract is to be carried out (implementation) and the way in which disputes are to be solved (dispute regulation). Private private governance has been widely dealt with in such classical disciplines as contract law, company law and (international) commercial arbitration. Public private governance, in contrast, does not fall within any of the classical legal categories. In this article, we use the term private governance as shorthand for public private governance.

Private governance occurs both at the domestic level, the regional level and the transnational level. For example, much privatization takes place at the local level, either through asset privatization or contracting out of public services from the

---

1 See e.g. the examples mentioned in section 3.3 infra. We are aware that there are considerable differences between the socioeconomic models of different states (what in one state has traditionally been ‘public’ may in other states have been ‘private’). Thus, the division between a private and a public sector varies considerably from one national economy to another, depending on e.g. historical positions, stage of development and recent political strategies.

2 The term private governance is sometimes used in this way, i.e. as more or less equal to contract law matters or discussions on the extent to which there is or should be freedom of contract in a certain area.

3 It is important to be aware that the different social sciences do not use the term governance in a coherent way, see Kess van Kersbergen & Frans van Waarden, “‘Governance’ as a bridge between disciplines: Cross-disciplinary inspiration regarding shifts in governance and problems of governability, accountability and legitimacy’, 43. EJPR (European Journal of Political Research) 2004, pp 143-171.

4 It could be argued that private governance appears in a special version at the EU level where EU law through the fundamental freedoms both shapes and drives the contours of the phenomenon, Fritz W. Scharpf, ‘The asymmetry of European Integration, or why the EU cannot be a social market economy’, 8. SER (Socio-Economic Review) 2010, pp 211-250. Such ‘EU Private Governance’ is not specifically addressed in this article.
public sector to private actors. However, privatization also occurs at the regional level for example at the EU level through liberalization of markets. Finally, privatization takes place at the transnational level for example in the shape of international product and/or technical standards created by private actors determining quality and safety requirements and thereby market entry requirements.

The examples above show that private governance has different sources. Two different bases for private governance can be distinguished. In the first situation, private actors voluntarily undertake ‘public tasks’ or seek to safeguard public values and interests without any legal obligation to do so under applicable state laws, and the legal basis of such private governance is then inherently private and ‘market driven’. The voluntary pursuance of CSR goals by private companies can be seen as an example of market driven private governance. In the second situation, the state has ‘delegated’ governance power to private actors on the condition that the private actors safeguard certain public values and interests, and in this sense the source of such private governance becomes public or state driven. The outsourcing of the performance of universal services to private actors from the state is an example of state driven private governance. Several intermediate positions exist. In this way, private governance arises within different normative structures.

---


---
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Both the different levels and different sources of private governance may have legal implications (see further below).

1.2. Private Governance in Context and Legal Research Questions in Private Governance

Since the concept of private governance builds on the classical distinction between state and market it is also related to the distinction between private law and public law. Traditionally, public law has been described as concerned with the legal position of public entities vis-à-vis other public entities or private actors, whereas private law is concerned with the legal relationship between private actors. Public activity must generally have a (statutory) legal basis, whereas private actors have party autonomy unless limited by law. Today, it is widely accepted that the distinction between public law and private law is blurred and that for instance statutory regulation of certain relations between private parties (e.g. in the area of consumer law) can be labelled ‘private law’.\(^8\) Despite this reservation as to the clarity of the distinction, public and private law are rooted in inherently different and mutually conflicting principles and values. While public law is based on principles of e.g. legality, authority and objectivity (non-discrimination), private law deduces its legitimacy from principles of autonomy, consent and mutuality. Private governance challenges the distinction between private law and public law by suggesting the use of private actors in the pursuance of public tasks and in the safeguarding of public values and interests. For this very reason, the distinction between public law and private law also represents the fundamental analytical tool for an examination of the legal implications of private governance.

Against this background, the phenomenon of private governance can be seen as giving rise to both public law and private law questions.\(^9\) Whereas the legal

---

8 For one of the more recent works on this, see L. Van den Berge, ‘Rethinking the Public-Private Law Divide in the Age of Governmentality and Network Governance’, 5. EJCL (European Journal of Comparative Law and Governance) 2018, pp 119-143, with further references.

9 It has been argued that there are no fundamental differences between values in public and private law, see e.g. Carola Glinksi, Die rechtliche Bedeutung der privaten Regulierung globaler Produktionsstandards (Nomos 2011), pp 89 ff, pp 266 ff and pp 285 ff.

10 Public law may both support and limit private governance. Examples of a limiting effect may be found in competition law, see G. Monti & J. Mulder, ‘Escaping the Clutches of EU Competition Law. Pathway to assess private sustainability Initiatives’, 42. ELR (European Law Review) 2017. With regard to global private governance, an example is regulation which in accordance with public international law has extraterritorial effect. Also mentioned could be international investment treaties between states that on one hand provide the private actor with a private dispute resolution mechanism but at the same time may interfere with the role of contract as a regulatory tool between the state and the investor. It has been argued that also trade law in the circumstances may pose challenges to private CSR regulation, for an analysis see C. Glinksi, ‘CSR and the Law of the WTO - The Impact of Tuna Dolphin II and EC-Seal Products’, 1. NJCL (Nordic Journal of
implications of private governance in public law have been rather intensely studied,\textsuperscript{11} often within the discourses of new governance\textsuperscript{12} and global governance,\textsuperscript{13} which

\textit{Commercial Law} 2017, pp 121. See also M. \textsc{Matalja}, ‘Leveraging Trade Law for Governance Reform: The Impact of the WTO Agreement on Technical Barriers to Trade on Private Standard Setting’ 27. \textit{ERPL (European Review of Private Law)} 2019, pp 293-318. Public procurement law can have both a limiting and a supporting effect on private governance, see e.g. M. \textsc{Andrecka} (guest ed.), ‘Procurement beyond price: Sustainability and CSR in public purchasing’, 3. \textit{The Special Issue EPPL (European Procurement & Public Private Partnership Law Review)} 2017. With regard to private law questions in private governance, see further below.

\textsuperscript{11} See for instance Gillian E. \textsc{Metzger}, ‘Privatization as delegation’, 103. \textit{CLR (Columbia Law Review)} 2003, p 1367; J. \textsc{Freeman}, ‘The private role in public governance’, 75. \textit{NYULR (NYU Law Review)} 2000, p 543; H. \textsc{Schreiber}, \textit{The Constitution of Private Governance: Product Standards in the Regulation of Integrating Markets} (Hart Publishing 2005); M. \textsc{Minow}, \textit{Partners Not Rivals: Privatization and the Public Good} (Beacon Press 2003). Micklitz notes with regard to privatization in the telecommunications, energy and transport sector that the overwhelming amount of literature has focused on the public law side, i.e. on the concept, the regulatory devices, etc., see H-W. \textsc{Micklitz}, \textit{The invisible hand} (Working paper), p 16. Also P. \textsc{Verbruggen}, 27. \textit{ERPL 2019}, p (175) at 180 observes that private regulatory activities have mainly been dealt with from a public law angle.

\textsuperscript{12} New governance scholarship developed in the 1990s and focuses - broadly speaking - on the move from ‘control and demand’ modes of governance to more flexible structures involving both private actors and civil society at the domestic level. Legal new governance scholarship is often at a fairly abstract level and often as partly interdisciplinary research, often focusing on the challenges to democracy brought about by new governance models, see e.g. O. \textsc{Lobel}, ‘New Governance as regulatory governance’, in D. \textsc{Levi-Faur} (ed.), \textit{The Oxford Handbook of Governance} (Oxford University Press 2012), focusing on the reasons for the development and the benefits of it; E. \textsc{Korkea-aho}, ‘What is new about new governance’, 32. \textit{Reførd 2009(1)}, focusing on law and policy issues including the challenges to democracy posed by new governance models; M.P. \textsc{Vandenbergh}, ‘Environmental Private Governance’, 99. \textit{CLR (Cornell Law Review)} 2013, p 129, focusing on the potential of private actors filling the gap left by lack of governmental governance; V. \textsc{Jones}, \textit{The New Public Contracting – Regulation, Responsiveness, Relationality} (Oxford: Oxford University Press 2006), analysing the use of contract as a regulatory mechanism in government policies, applying a socio-legal inter-disciplinary perspective.

\textsuperscript{13} Global Governance scholarship is concerned with parallel phenomena at the global level. It includes studies of International Governmental Organizations (IGOs), Public-Private Partnerships, Private Governance and Tripartite governance. For more recent overviews, see for instance J. \textsc{Jang}, J. \textsc{McSparren} & Y. \textsc{Raschupkina}, ‘Global governance: Present and future’, 2. \textit{Palgrave Communications} 2016, giving a political science perspective on the theme of shifting relations of power, embedded in global governance. See also F. \textsc{Biermann} & P. \textsc{Patberg}, ‘Global Environmental Governance: Taking Stock, Moving Forward’, 33. \textit{Annual Review of Environment and Resources} 2008, pp 277-294, describing how world politics on environmental law are no longer confined to the governments of nation states; E.P. \textsc{Stringham}, \textit{Private Governance} (Oxford: Oxford University Press 2015), looking at private governance in the financial sector from an economic angle and arguing that government enforcement is not necessary for the development of advanced markets. Legal global governance scholarship include the founding work K.W. \textsc{Abbott} & D. \textsc{Snidel}, ‘Strengthening International Regulation Through Transnational New Governance: Overcoming the orchestration Deficit’, 42. \textit{VJTL (Vanderbilt Journal of Transnational Law)} 2009, pp 501-578, introducing the perspective of new governance models at the global level and combing
both include private governance as an element, until recently, the implications of private governance in private law had hardly been addressed in legal research. Only within the last 5–10 years has the topic started to surface as a research area. Some of the first private law contributions have been at the more abstract level.\textsuperscript{14} At the European level until 2008, the debate about European private law mainly focused on the question of harmonization of rules through common codes.\textsuperscript{15} However, around this time a new discourse was introduced. It focuses on what has been termed ‘regulatory private law’ and basically has two strings. One focuses on market driven phenomena.\textsuperscript{16} The other one takes its starting point in state driven phenomena.\textsuperscript{17}

\textsuperscript{14} As an example can be mentioned G. Callies & P. Zumbansen, Rough Consensus and Running Code: A Theory of Transnational Private Law (Hart Publishing 2012), which focuses on areas such as consumer law and company law with a view to ‘illuminating the processes by which regulatory structures [in these areas] are emerging’ and ‘how they are conceptualised from a political science, a legal and an economic perspective’ (p 23); L.C. Backer, On the Tension between Public and Private Governance in the Legal Order: State Ideology and Corporation in Polycentric Asymmetric Orders (Consortium for Peace and Ethics 2012), questioning ‘state ideology’ as a concept for analysing transnational governance phenomena.


\textsuperscript{16} See F. Caffagi & H. Muir-Watt (eds), Making European Private Law: Governance Design (Edward Elgar Publishing 2008), focusing on whether and how European private law can be brought about by other means than as a common code. It points inter alia to private regulation and discusses legitimacy problems. See also F. Caffagi & H. Muir-Watt (eds), The Regulatory Function of European Private Law (Edward Elgar Publishing 2009), discussing whether and how European private law can pursue regulatory functions beyond market integration, and F. Caffagi, Enforcement of Transnational Regulation: Ensuring Compliance in a Global World (Edward Elgar Publishing 2012), the purpose of which is to map enforcement mechanisms.

Only very recently, the need for (more) private law work in this field was clearly expressed in a special issue in this Law Journal consisting of a series of articles undertaking concrete private law analysis of the phenomenon of private regulation.  

1.3. Aim and Conceptual Framework

In this article, we attempt to establish a conceptual framework for a systematic analysis of the legal implications of private governance in private law. We focus on the extent to which private law is able to serve as a tool for fulfilling public tasks and protecting public values and interests in private governance systems, i.e. to what extent private law has ‘governance potential’. We focus in particular on contract law and tort law as two fundamental building blocks in private law.

Based on the observations above, our conceptual framework has two dimensions. On the one hand, we distinguish between the three governance functions of regulation (rulemaking), implementation (including control, supervision and other types of administration as well as the provision of ‘public’ services) and dispute resolution. On the other hand, we distinguish between the two different bases for private governance, namely the market and the state. Based on these distinctions we analyse two examples of private governance: The first is private governance in global supply chains, which represents an example of transnational, market driven private governance. The second is private governance in the provision of universal services, which represents an example of domestic, state driven private governance. Both examples illustrate governance systems which involve several private actors. Below is a graphical overview of our conceptual framework and the


19 In the chosen example, the domestic statutory law is based on EU law. In this sense, the case also represents an example of state driven private governance at the EU level.

20 Other private governance systems may involve only one actor, fulfilling all three governance functions. As an example could be mentioned digital platforms, see C. Petersen, V. Ulbeek & O. Hansen, ‘Platforms as Private Governance Systems – The Example of Airbnb’ 1. NJCL (Nordic Journal of Commercial Law) 2018, pp 39 et seq.
specific aspects of private governance that we will analyse in part 2 and 3 of this article.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Governance Function Source</th>
<th>Regulation</th>
<th>Implementation</th>
<th>Dispute Resolution</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Market driven - The example of global supply chains</td>
<td>CSR obligations</td>
<td>Social auditing</td>
<td>Mediation</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>State driven - The example of the provision of universal services</td>
<td>State regulation and contracts</td>
<td>Private providers of universal services</td>
<td>Arbitration</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

More specifically, we will use this conceptual framework to make a systematic examination of (1) the implications for private law analysis of the possible interplay between the different private actor functions in the governance system (cross column analysis) and (2) the extent to which private law is challenged when serving as a tool for the protection of public interests and values, and whether the challenges are of the same or a different nature in market driven and state driven governance systems.

2. Private Governance Emerging from the Market: The Example of Global Supply Chains

2.1. Introduction

Globalization has led to a fragmentation of production. Thus, today different parts of the production are outsourced from powerful companies, often based in the Global North, to suppliers often based in the Global South. The suppliers can be either subsidiaries of the parent company or purely contracted companies. This outsourcing, whether based on ownership or contract or a mixture of these, creates multi-tiered chains of companies, often referred to as supply chains or global value chains. Supply chains may be structured in different ways but many of them have in common that the buyer company to some extent controls the chain by choosing suppliers and by setting - directly or indirectly - the terms of the contracts in the chain. For this reason, the buyer is sometimes called the 'chain leader' or the 'lead company'. The supply chain in many ways functions as a whole and raises questions of both regulation, implementation and dispute resolution, often at the transnational level.

Since supply chains function as dominant players in the market, the question of the responsibility of the companies in the chain to pursue social goals (CSR) or, more
broadly, ‘sustainability goals’ has attracted much attention and it has become common for companies to take on CSR responsibilities. In this sense, although CSR initiatives are to some extent encouraged by state initiatives both at the national and the international level and there seems to be a general expectation in society that companies do pursue CSR goals, CSR commitments are voluntarily undertaken by the companies and can be seen as signifying a market driven movement.

In the following, we undertake a private law analysis of this phenomenon. We identify challenges to private law when used as a tool for pursuing public interest and values in the governance system and we show that a private law analysis will often require looking at different functions in the governance system in combination (cross column analysis).

### 2.2. Regulation: CSR Obligations

In pursuing CSR goals and making visible their commitments, chain leaders may choose to sign up for an existing private CSR standard such as for example the SA 8000 standard developed by the NGO Social Accountability International (SAI).

---

21 At the international level, initiatives include the UN Global Compact, see unglobalcompact.org, and the UN Guiding Principles on Business and Human Rights, see J. Ruggie, in UN Document Guiding Principles on Business and Human Rights: Implementing the United Nations ‘Protect, Respect and Remedy’ Framework (2011), ohchr.org/documents/publications/Guiding principlesBusinesshr_eN.pdf; UN Document Report of the Special Representative of the Secretary General on the issue of human rights and transnational corporations and other business enterprises (31 March 2011), A/HRC/17/31, ohchr.org/documents/issues/business/A.HRC.17.31.pdf; the OECD Guidelines, see OECD Guidelines for Multinational Enterprises of 2011, oecd.org/mne/48004323.pdf. At the EU level, non-financial reporting requirements have been introduced, see Dir. 2014/95 of 22 October 2014 amending Dir. 2013/34/EU as regards disclosure of non-financial and diversity information by certain large undertakings and groups, data.europa.eu/eli/dir/2014/95/oj.

22 In two European jurisdictions, France and Switzerland, governments have taken initiatives to compel companies to the pursuance of CSR goals. The French initiative makes it compulsory for companies to adopt a vigilance plan concerning activities of the company and the activities of the subsidiaries or companies it controls, see Loi no. 2017-399 du 27 mars 2017 relative au devoir de vigilance des sociétés mères et entreprise donneuses d’ordre (France), www.legifrance.gouv.fr Leads/2017/02/27/2017-399/jo/texte. For information on the Swiss proposal, see corporatejustice.ch/. States may also pursue sustainability and CSR goals through public procurement, see inter alia, the special issue on this in M. Andrecka (ed.), 12. European Procurement & Public Private Partnership Law Review 2017.

23 See sa-intl.org/index.cfm?fuseaction=Page.ViewPage&pageId=1842. Under this system, certification is mandatory. The certifiers are accredited by Social Accountability Accreditation Services (SAAS) which is an institution under the SAI. By signing up to the SA8000 system, the chain leader undertakes a contractual obligation towards SAI to subject to certification.
sign up for a system developed by a certification body, enter into an agreement with NGOs, or simply develop its own rules. Chain leaders often incorporate the chosen CSR principles into a code of conduct and require their business partners to observe this code. In this way, a code of conduct may regulate the activities of the companies that are part of the chain. The codes of conduct can be seen as private ‘legislation’ in the sense that they pertain to apply to multiple parties and address issues of a public law nature concerning workers’ rights, human rights, environmental protection and anti-corruption measures.

The codes of conduct adopted by the chain leaders are often incorporated into the contracts with the suppliers. Often the contract between the chain leader and the supplier will contain an obligation on the part of the supplier to comply with the code and also to ensure code compliance by the supplier’s supplier(s). This development raises the question whether such clauses can be enforced through private law.

With regard to CSR clauses in supply chains, research shows that although CSR commitments are ‘dressed’ in contractual clothing, this type of clause cannot always be enforced in classical contract law. Firstly, CSR obligations will not always be found in the contract itself but in appendices or on a website, and in order to make the argument that the clauses form part of the contract it may be

---

28 V. Ulfbeck, O. Hansen & A. Andhov, in Responsible Supply Chain Management, p 47 with further references.
30 For general studies of this within different national legal systems and in international contract law, see A. Beckers, Enforcing Corporate Social Responsibility Codes: On Global Self-Regulation and National Private Law (Hart Publishing 2015); K. Mitkidis, Sustainability Clauses in International Business Contracts; A.L. Vtopil, Contractual Control in the Supply Chain: On Corporate Social Responsibility, Codes of Conduct, Contracts and (Avoiding) Liability (Eleven International Publishing 2015); A. Rühmkorf, Corporate Social Responsibility, Private Law and Global Supply Chains (Elgar Publishing 2015); V. Ulfbeck, O. Hansen & A. Andhov, in Responsible Supply Chain Management.
necessary to rely on theories of incorporation by reference or implied terms.\textsuperscript{31}
Secondly, even if the CSR obligations are found in the contract they may be
perceived of as non-legal, only ethical obligations and in addition, the CSR commit-
ments may be formulated so vaguely that enforcement of the clauses will require
relying on contract law theories which lower the bar for formation of contracts as
compared to classical contract law.\textsuperscript{32} Thirdly, it may be difficult to apply classical
contractual remedies to CSR clauses. For instance, it may be difficult to calculate a
compensatory claim for not living up to climate goals in the contract or for creating
reputational damage on the part of the lead firm by ignoring CSR provisions.\textsuperscript{33}
More fundamentally, the basic evaluation of whether there is a breach of the
contract at all may be complicated if the CSR obligations are formulated in
imprecise and vague language. Apart from these challenges in applying classical
contract law mechanisms, the parties to the contract may be less inclined to use
these mechanisms at all. In reality, the buyer may be more interested in securing a
long term relationship with the supplier by having an ongoing dialogue with the
supplier as to how to live up to the CSR obligations. Again, classical contract law,
based on the assumption that the contracting parties are adversaries, may be ill-
equipped for dealing with this kind of relation, and handling CSR issues in the
supply chain may call for the use of less traditional contractual instruments such as
adjustments of the contract on the basis of fairness principles or renegotiation, i.e.
tools that are more familiar to a relational contract law theory.\textsuperscript{34}

Another reason why the buyer may have no real interest in securing the
adherence to the CSR clauses is that they – given their public law nature – basically
concern third party interests (and in some situations also the public interest).\textsuperscript{35}
Contract law was primarily designed for handling the relation between the con-
tracting parties, not the relation with third parties (or the public at large).
Consequently, the enforcement of CSR clauses will often generate a need to rely
on the exceptions to the principle of privity of contract such as third party
beneficiary law, agency law and other third party constructions.\textsuperscript{36} In sum, the

\textsuperscript{31} V. Ulfbeck, O. Hansen & A. Andhov, in Responsible Supply Chain Management, p 50 with further
references.
\textsuperscript{32} V. Ulfbeck, O. Hansen & A. Andhov, in Responsible Supply Chain Management, p 52 with further
references.
\textsuperscript{33} K. Mitkides, Sustainability Clauses in International Business Contracts, pp 227 et seq. discusses the
extent to which non-pecuniary loss consisting in reputational damage can compensated and the
problems related to showing that reputational loss has led to an economic loss.
\textsuperscript{34} In legal literature it has been pointed out that CSR clauses in general make the contract ‘more
relational’, for instance K. Mitkides, Sustainability Clauses in International Business Contracts, p 95.
\textsuperscript{35} K. Mitkides, Sustainability Clauses in International Business Contracts, p 95 observes that sustain-
ability clauses’ straddle the thin line between bilateral agreements and regulation’.
\textsuperscript{36} As an example could be mentioned the Walmart case, Court of Appeals for the Ninth Circuit 10
July 2009, Doe I v. Wal-Mart Stores, Inc., 572 F.3d 677 (9th Cir.2009), where the plaintiffs, who
phenomenon of CSR in the supply chain can be seen as challenging contract law in the sense that enforcement of the clauses often requires reliance on exceptions to the general core principles of contract law rather than the general principles themselves.

Whereas contract law may have difficulties in protecting third party rights, tort law may protect such rights. Tort law - as an enforcer of societal norms - is also capable of internalizing certain public values and interests such as workplace security, human rights, and the environment in its protective scope. Thus, tort law has developed from being primarily a personal injury law in the twentieth century into a much broader discipline. However, also in tort law, limits of the protective reach of the liability rules are continuously tested by courts. Bruggemeier puts it this way: 'Tort law judges adjudicate the scope of the individual and business freedoms within society ... These judicial policies imply a reassessment of the scope of protection of traditional legal rights. Judges are redefining areas of autonomy ...'  

Today, there is an overlap between protected interests under CSR policies and protected interests under tort law. However, the overlap may not be total and in addition, the use of outsourcing business models may challenge the capability of tort law to protect such values. Firstly, outsourcing creates distance between the tortfeasor and the victims which makes it difficult to establish vicarious liability as well as a duty of care towards the victims. Secondly, outsourcing may remove the scene of the damage causing activities to societies with lower standards for social and environmental protection, raising the question whether voluntarily adopted CSR standards can be enforced by tort law.

With regard to the problem of distance, third parties have in number of cases attempted to sue lead firms for violations of workers’ rights or harm done to the environment by subsidiaries or contractual partners placed in the Global South. Establishing vicarious liability on the part of the lead company for acts

were injured workers of the supplier, attempted to rely on third party beneficiary law in suing the lead company for damages. For literature trying out third party constructions in contract law, see A. L. Vytolil, Contractual Control in the Supply Chain, Chs 7 and 8; A. Beekers, Enforcing Corporate Social Responsibility Codes, pp 126–145; K. Mitkidis, in Responsible Supply Chain Management, p 65.

38 G. BRUGGEMEIER, Common Principles of Tort Law, p 11.
39 Making this point with regard to personal injuries, see for instance C. VAN DAM, "Tort Law and Human Rights: Brothers in Arms. On the Role of Tort Law in the Area of Business and Human Rights," 2. JETL (Journal of European Tort Law) 2011, p 221.
and omissions in the supply chain is extremely difficult since it runs counter to both the basic company law principle of separate entities and the tort law principle that there is no vicarious liability for independent contractors. Moreover, establishing direct liability is also not straightforward. Under ordinary tort law, it is the general rule that negligent acts may lead to liability, whereas it is normally more difficult to establish liability for omissions. However, supply chain liability cases often concern omissions (for instance to safeguard the suppliers’ workers’ rights). In such cases, succeeding with a claim against the leadfirm demands proof that the leadfirm was under a duty of care towards the injured workers.

Recent English case law indicates that it may be possible to establish such a duty of care vis-à-vis more distant third parties, in particular by relying on the concept of assumption of responsibility. The principle is by some seen as a special gapfiller between tortious and contractual liability. An example of an application of this principle is the much discussed case Chandler v. Cape, where a parent company was found to have ‘assumed responsibility’ for the employees of the subsidiary on the basis inter alia of the superior knowledge of the parent company on which the subsidiary was entitled to rely for handling asbestos risks for the employees. A recent decision from the Supreme Court of the United Kingdom (UKSC) makes clear that the central element in the Chandler decision was indeed the ‘assumption of responsibility’ and that the

Delaware 4 May 2016, Abdur Rahaman v. Jenny Penney Corporation, Inc., C. A. No. N15C-07-174 MMJ. In Germany, a supply chain liability case (the KIK case) has been rejected in January 2019 on the basis that the time limitation had expired, see www.business-humanrights.org/en/kik-lawsuit.


EUROPEAN GROUP ON TORT LAW (EGTL), Principles of European Tort Law: Text and Commentary (2005), p 86: ‘In other words: an omission ... can be considered as wrongful and faulty only if there is a norm which states a duty to act and to take care’.

M. Petrin, ‘Assumption of Responsibility in Corporate Groups: Chandler v. Cape plc’, 76. MLR (Modern Law Review) 2013, pp 603, 614 and . 74. The term ‘gap-filler’ is used to highlight the fact that the claim demands a special legal construction in order to be justified. The term is not used as equivalating general ‘default rules’.


Supreme Court 10 April supra . 44.
Chandler decision should be viewed as an example of how a sufficiently tight control on the part of the parent company can be established in order to create an assumption of liability.\textsuperscript{47} In line with this, it has been argued that the assumption of liability test would also be applicable in supply chains based on contracts if control by the lead company is sufficiently tight.\textsuperscript{48} The argument was tried out in the Canadian case \textit{DAS v. George Washington},\textsuperscript{49} concerning the Rana Plaza disaster in Bangladesh, where it was argued that the lead firm in Canada, Lobwas, had assumed responsibility for the safety of the workers employed by a supplier’s supplier (New Wave) in Bangladesh \textit{inter alia} by incorporating its CSR standards into the supply chain contracts and by retaining the ability to cancel orders in case of non-compliance with these standards (control).\textsuperscript{50} The Supreme Court did not rule out that there could be liability but rejected the concrete case on the basis that – under Bangladeshi law which was the governing law – it could not be established with sufficient likelihood that the lead company could be held liable for the acts of the supplier.\textsuperscript{51}

This aspect of the case connects to the other basic problem in applying tort law outlined above, which is that outsourcing practices may also have as a consequence that damage causing activities take place in societies with a lower level of social and environmental protection. This raises the question whether tort law can be used to enforce voluntarily undertaken CSR policies. As a starting point, policies that are voluntarily undertaken by certain companies cannot be considered as general tort law standards, but must be regarded as ethical standards to which a company has chosen to adhere. Consequently, CSR standards would not be relevant for the shaping of tort law duties. However, there are a number of exceptions to this general rule. Firstly, if it can be established that living up to certain CSR standards can be regarded an industry practice it may be possible to argue that the standards are relevant for determining the standard of care in tort law.\textsuperscript{52} Secondly,

---

\textsuperscript{47} Decision paras 59–61. Lord Briggs further emphasized that there was ‘nothing special or conclusive about the bare parent/subsidiary relationship’ and that ‘the general principles which determine whether A owes a duty of care to C in respect of the harmful activities of B are not novel at all’, decision para. 54.


\textsuperscript{49} Ontario Court of Appeal 20 December 2018, supra . 44.


\textsuperscript{51} Paragraph 176.

in some situations it may also be possible to argue that a company is bound by its own standard so that such ‘individual self-regulation’ can be accepted as forming tort law duties for that particular company.\textsuperscript{53} Thirdly, even more complicated constructions such as ‘interference with third party rights’ and ‘protection of incidental third parties through tort law’\textsuperscript{54} have been scrutinized in order to establish a basis for a tort law claim against the lead company for infringements of its CSR policy.

This all points in the direction that even tort law is challenged in protecting social goals under today’s business models. The overall picture is that it is necessary to rely on the application of special ‘gapfillers’ and exceptions to the general principles of tort law rather than the general rules.\textsuperscript{55}

In addition to the challenges described above, both contract law and tort law assessments may be further complicated by the interplay between the role played by the leadfirm as a ‘regulator’ and private implementers (certifiers) of common CSR policies in the supply chain (see further below under 2.3.). Thus, with regard to the CSR clauses in the contracts, the way in which CSR policies are implemented at the more detailed level in the supply chain may also affect the interpretation of the clauses and thereby their regulatory effect in contracts. With regard to tort law liability, the Das-case shows that the role played by the social auditor may also potentially affect the liability of the leadfirm as a regulator. Thus, in this case it was argued that Lobwas had assumed responsibility by engaging Bureau Veritas to conduct social audits and furthermore that this engagement had created reliance by workers who saw Bureau Veritas’ personnel conducting the audits. The involvement of a certifier may also raise the question of the extent to which the chain leader may rely on the assessments made by this third party and whether this could lead to a lowering of the level of awareness required by the chain leader.\textsuperscript{56} Thus, the interplay between standard setting and certification may add a further layer of complication to the liability assessment.

\textsuperscript{53} C. G\textsc{linski}, 35. \textit{NJHR}, pp 15, 27; A. \textsc{Beckers}, \textit{Enforcing Corporate Social Responsibility Codes}, p 177 with further references. See also the Danish case Østre Landsret 13 September 2008 reported in the Danish Weekly Law Reports as UfR 2008.70 Ø.

\textsuperscript{54} V. Ulfbeck \& O. Hansen, in \textit{Law and Responsible Supply Chain Management}, p 137 with further references.

\textsuperscript{55} Similarly, it is observed in P. Verberruggen, 27. \textit{ERPL}, 2019, p 319, that with regard to liability of private standardization bodies, tort law presently can only play a limited role in including ‘good governance’ principles in liability assessments. The author further makes reference to J. Beermann, \textit{The Reach of Administrative Law in the United States}, in M. Taggert (ed.), \textit{The province of Administrative Law} (Hart Publishing 1997), pp 171, 187 stating that negligence actions against SDOs ‘resemble a weak form of administrative and due process law’.

\textsuperscript{56} C. G\textsc{linski} \& P. Rott, 23. \textit{DLR}, 2018, pp 83, 114.
2.3. Implementation: Private Certification

The incorporation of CSR obligations in the contracts and in the codes of conduct in the supply chain is often combined with an ongoing control and supervision with the implementation of the CSR principles by the suppliers in the chain. Control and supervision of private actors performing tasks of public interest is normally regarded a public task and has largely been undertaken by the executive, sometimes by way of certification.57 The task of certifying is sometimes delegated from public authorities to private actors.58 In these cases the certifiers carry out the task on behalf of the public authority and on the basis of statutory regulation.59 However, in the supply chain context certification is often carried out on a purely private basis, for instance by the chain leader entering into a contract with the certifier for the monitoring and control of their supply chains with regard to various standards concerning the environment and workplace conditions.60 If the certifiers are not accredited by a public authority no public authority stands behind or is accountable for these voluntary certifications. Private certification in the supply chain therefore raises the basic question whether accountability as a public interest can be safeguarded by private law liability rules.61 Since third parties are the real beneficiaries of the certification, a central question is the possible liability of the private certifier towards third parties suffering injuries in situations where the certification is flawed.

However, establishing tort law liability towards third parties may prove difficult. The problem is that the duty of the certifier is solely based on the contract between the certifier and the chain leader (or the supplier), whereas a tort law duty would need to be based on general norms that are independent of a


58 As to public security as a public task that can be transferred to private actors acting as certifiers, see C. Gliński & P. Rott, 23. DLR 2018, p (83) at 85: ‘These certification bodies remove from the state the burden of performing the relevant duties through public authorities’.

59 These situations can be classified as state driven private governance. Liability of the certifier can often be based on statutory framework establishing the duty of care of the public authority, which has been delegated to the private certifier, C. Gliński & P. Rott, 23. DLR 2018, pp 83, 92, referring to the example vehicle certification by private actors.

60 C. Gliński & P. Rott, 23. DLR 2018, pp 83, 110. A parallel can be found in the financial market where it is common for companies to be rated, either on the initiative of a rating agency (unsolicited rating) or based on a contract between the company and a rating agency (solicited rating) although there is no public law requirement to do so.

61 C. Gliński & P. Rott, 23. DLR 2018, pp 83, 86: ‘In economic terms, legal liability for insufficient control and for certification without the relevant requirements being met, is an important mechanism to avoid dysfunctional incentives, resulting from the relationship between the certifier and the certified entity’.
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contract. Third party liability of private auditors is well known in cases where there is a statutory basis for the task undertaken by the private auditor (state driven private certification) who is then most often subject to a professional liability standard. Liability of accountants is a clear example. The situation discussed here differs from these situations in that the certifier has not by statute (and thereby society) been officially recognized as an expert.62 The problem with purely contract based certification was illustrated in the Canadian case DAS v. George Washington63 discussed above. In this case, the tort law claim against Bureau Veritas was rejected on the basis that the social auditing contract with Lobwas did not contain a duty to inspect the building in which the employees were working. Thus, the case implicitly acknowledges that contrary to the general principle of privi
ty of contract it may be necessary to rely on the contract between the parties to establish a tort law duty towards third parties. Also in English law, it would be necessary to apply special tort law rules, for example on assumption of responsibility in order to establish liability on the part of the certifier.64

As an alternative to tort liability, plaintiffs may attempt to rely on contract law. As a starting point, however, also here the doctrine of privity of contract would bar a claim raised by the injured party. Consequently, it would be necessary to rely on exceptions to this doctrine as a basis for a claim. In German law, the concept of the ‘contract with effect for third parties’ has been relied upon in cases concerning certifier liability in other areas of the law.65 The doctrine entails an ‘objective, normative, complementary interpretation of the actual agreement in the light of the principle of good faith’.66 The protection of third parties may be included in the purpose of the contract even where this is not clearly in the interest of one of the parties. These criteria bring the contract with protective effect close to tort law

62 Also T. VAN Ho & C TERWINDT, 27. ERPL 2019, pp 379, 391 observe the difficulties in relying on case law concerning financial auditing for establishing liability of social auditors.
63 On Ontario Court of Appeal 20 December 2018, supra . 44.
64 T. VAN Ho & C TERWINDT, 27. ERPL 2019, pp 379, 386-387 identifying three possible liability tests: (1) The Caparo Industries v. Dickmann test, specifically developed for ‘novel’ liability situations, (2) the incremental approach and (3) the assumption of liability test. See also above s. 2.2 on regulation.
65 This has been the case in the area of maritime law, see the case Oberlandesgericht Hamburg 6 U 34/90 14 June 1990, reported in [1991] Versicherungsrecht (VersR) 476. However, most often actions on this basis have been unsuccessful as it has not been possible to show that the third party belonged to a protected class, see further J. BASEDOW & W. WURMNEST, ‘Klassifikationsverträge als Verträge mit Schutzwirkung zugunsten Dritter’, VersR 2005, p 328; V. ULFRECK & A. MÖLLMANN, ‘Public Function Liability of Classification Societies’, in P. Rott (ed.) Certification: Trust, Accountability and Liability (Springer 2019) (forthcoming) pp 213 - 229. With regard to ratings in the financial markets, see A. HALMMEIER, ‘Die Haftung von Ratingagenturen gegenüber Kapitalanlegern: Von Sydney lernen?’, 9. VaR 2014, concerning liability of rating agencies.
reasoning and the construct is often seen as in reality belonging to tort law or as serving a gap filling function between contract and tort.

Also with regard to establishing liability of the certifier there will often be an interplay between the implementation function of the certifier and the rule making function of the lead firm. Thus, in German law, it has been argued that in the case of purely voluntary certification a duty of care on the part of the certifier *vis-à-vis* third parties can only arise if this duty has been delegated from the chain leader to the certifier.\(^67\) This in turn requires that the chain leader is itself under a duty of care towards third parties. Likewise, a third party protective effect of a contract can *inter alia* be found if one of the contracting parties is responsible for the well-being of a third party.\(^68\) Consequently, with regard to supply chain certification, it seems likely that establishing a duty of care towards third parties on the part of the chain leader could trigger a basis of liability also for the certifier under the doctrine of contracts with protective effects for third parties.\(^69\) However, establishing a basis of liability is not enough. It is also necessary to establish causation. In other words, it is necessary to show that the detection of risks to health and safety by the certifier would enable the mitigation of those risks, through the influence that the chain leader can have on the supplier. In other words, establishing liability of the certifier (column 2) might well require an analysis of the extent of the contractual control exercised by the rule making chain leader over the parties in the supply chain (column 1).

In sum, also the phenomenon of private certification seems to require the application of primarily specific ‘gap filling’ rules and exceptions to the general rules of tort law and contract law if private law is to function as a tool for establishing certifier accountability.\(^70\) In addition, it seems that whether the claim is based

---

67 C. Glinksi & P. Rott, 23. *DLR* 2018, pp 83, 104-105, 113. The argument is based on the rationale that the certifier would not have an original duty of care as it neither created a risk nor is it originally responsible for the safety of the factory.


69 In legal theory it has been argued that establishing such a duty of care on the part of the chain leader must be regarded a prerequisite for establishing liability of the certifier, see C. Glinks & P. Rott, 23. *DLR* 2018, pp 83, 114.

70 The widespread use of private certifiers may also challenge private law concepts in another way. This is evidenced by a line of cases that have been presented in the US concerning the liability of credit rating agencies. For a short historic account, see E. Næstegaard, *Credit rating agencies and the First Amendment defence in the US* (Nordic and European Company Law Working Paper No. 16-17 2017). In these cases, the rating agencies have raised it as a defense against tort liability that their ratings were protected by the first amendment on freedom of speech as expressions of opinion comparable to journalistic expressions. For a period of time, the courts accepted this argument, in cases where ratings have such a character that they could be considered to be of ‘public concern’ and in particular in cases of unsolicited ratings. See for instance U.S. District Court for the Central District of California 18 March 1999, *County of Orange v. McGraw Hill Companies*, Inc, 245 B.R. 151; U.S. Supreme Court 21 June 1990, *Milkovich v. Lorain Journal Co*, 497 U.S.1. The rating
on tort law or contracts with protective effects for third parties, establishing liability of the certifier (column 2) may well involve establishing liability of the chain leader (column 1) as a prerequisite.

### 2.4. Dispute Resolution: Mediation

If a dispute arises concerning CSR commitments or certifiers’ liability, legal adjudicative processes (such as litigation and commercial arbitration) are generally available only to a party who can establish a relevant claim and cause of action. As shown in section 2.2, CSR commitments often do not create legal (enforceable) obligations and even if they do, remedies may be unavailable. In many situations, parties in the supply chain as well as third parties will thus be unable to establish a relevant claim and cause of action in cases of non-compliance with CSR commitments. As shown in section 2.3, flawed certifications will often not provide affected third parties with any cause of action against the certifier. Even if there is a basis for raising a relevant claim, some jurisdictions prevent private actors from enforcing CSR commitments vis-à-vis other private actors, if such CSR commitments reflect existing legal obligations under public (statutory) law that safeguard general public interests and are subject to public enforcement by the state. Moreover, adjudicative processes do not support the relational character of the contract described in section 2.2. On this background, a consensual process such as mediation can be an attractive alternative means of dispute resolution in the supply chain.

Mediation is a voluntary dispute resolution process in which a neutral third party (the mediator) helps the disputing parties to find a mutually satisfactory solution to their dispute (a settlement). In many jurisdictions, mediation is not subject to any detailed statutory regulation. Instead, numerous soft law standards

---

71 Under Danish law, private actors do not in general have legal standing to enforce such public law rules in civil litigation, and this also affects the arbitrability of disputes that, in effect, aim for such enforcement, see judgment from the Danish Supreme Court 17 February 1999, reported in the Danish Weekly Law Reports as UfR 1999.829 H.


73 UNCITRAL has adopted the Model Law on International Commercial Conciliation (2002), recently replaced by the Model Law on International Commercial Mediation and International Settlement Agreements Resulting from Mediation (2018), which provides uniform rules in respect of basic principles for the mediation process. In the EU, the Mediation Directive (2008/52/EC) addresses a
for mediation have emerged which seek to safeguard fundamental ‘procedural justice values’. Mediation is thus a form of private governance that originates from the market and is subject to general rules of private law. Unlike dispute resolution processes of an adjudicatory nature, a mediator cannot impose any decision on the parties. Instead, mediation supports the autonomy of the parties to make their own decisions about the dispute. Mediation can be performed in many different ways, and many mediators develop their own models or concepts.

In most jurisdictions, anyone can provide mediation as a service.

Mediation as a means of dispute resolution is not limited to ‘legal disputes’, and it is thus possible to mediate disputes concerning CSR commitments regardless of how they are qualified. However, the ability of mediation to support compliance with CSR commitments seems limited for at least two reasons. First, since the mediator cannot impose any decision on the parties, the outcome of any mediation will depend entirely on the mutual will of the disputing parties at the time of disputing. Secondly, mediation is strongly focused on the individual interests and needs of the parties, including the relation between the parties. This makes commercial mediation well-suited to support the relational character of the contractual relation between the parties mentioned in section 2.2, whereas mediation (in its usual forms) is generally not suited to handle disputes involving separate interests of non-represented third parties. Consequently, mediation can normally support compliance with CSR commitments only if the third parties affected by non-compliance with CSR commitments (or representatives of such third parties, e.g. NGOs) are properly involved in the mediation.

See e.g. the ICC Mediation Rules (2014), the European Code of Conduct for Mediators (2004) and the UNCITRAL Conciliation Rules (1980). Several arbitration and mediation institutions have also adopted their own rules.


On the free will of the parties as an essential element of mediation, see e.g. K.J. Høft & F. Steffek, Mediation, p 12.

Even though there are examples of mediation models giving a higher priority to harmony and community values than the interests of the individual, see V. Vindelov, Reflexive Mediation, p 45.

Under the OECD Guidelines for Multinational Enterprises (2011), there are several examples of successful mediations, including third parties, by national contact points, see mneguidelines.oecd.org/.
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At the more general level, it seems that mediation as a means of dispute resolution creates challenges in private law that are similar to those identified supra 2.2 and 2.3. We will here highlight two.

The first challenge is related to the contractual effects between the parties to the conflict of a mediation clause in the contract. In several cases, common law courts have denied to enforce such mediation agreements comparing them with agreements to agree and agreements to negotiate in good faith, which are generally unenforceable.\(^{79}\) However, some recent decisions from common law courts uphold mediation clauses as enforceable contracts, if specific duties of the parties in the mediation can be sufficiently established.\(^{80}\) In such situations, it remains a challenge to determine the requirements for ‘specific performance’ of a mediation agreement: How (and for how long) is a party to a mediation agreement expected to take part in a mediation in good faith, acknowledging that the party has no obligation to reach a settlement of the dispute?\(^{81}\) Apart from specific performance, a party in breach of its obligations under a mediation agreement can, in principle, also incur a liability in damages. However, it seems difficult to assess the economic loss suffered by the other party, because there is obviously no guarantee that a correctly performed mediation would have resulted in a mutually satisfactory settlement agreement.\(^{82}\) Thus, mediation does not invite a straightforward application of general private law rules as a tool for enforcement.

The second challenge in private law concerns regulating the role of mediators. As mentioned, the role of mediators (and the concept of mediation) remains largely unregulated in many jurisdictions which makes it difficult for private law to

\(^{79}\) Several common law courts have traditionally adopted this approach. For an overview of relevant case law, see P. Brooker, *Mediation Law: Journey through Institutionalism to Juridification* (Routledge 2013), pp 42-82.

\(^{80}\) To enforce mediation agreements, some courts and arbitrators have been willing to either dismiss a complaint as (currently) inadmissible or to stay the proceedings, until the parties have performed their obligations to mediate, see ibid. However, the predominant finding from a comparative perspective is that a mediation agreement is no obstacle to litigation or arbitration under procedural law, see K.J. Hoft & F. Steffek, *Mediation*, p 37.

\(^{81}\) Many jurisdictions have considerable difficulties with specifying the obligations of the parties, see K.J. Hoft & F. Steffek, *Mediation*, p 63. A number of more specific duties have been established in German law, see ibid., pp 63, 549; S. Rützel, G. Wegen & S. Wiske, *Commercial Dispute Resolution in Germany* (Beck C. H., 2nd edn 2016), p 199. The UNICTRAL Model Law on International Commercial Mediation and International Settlement Agreements Resulting from Mediation (2018) proposes the following statutory regulation in Art. 14: ‘Where the parties have agreed to mediate and have expressly undertaken not to initiate during a specified period of time or until a specified event has occurred arbitral or judicial proceedings with respect to an existing or future dispute, such an undertaking shall be given effect by the arbitral tribunal or the court until the terms of the undertaking have been complied with, except to the extent necessary for a party, in its opinion, to preserve its rights. Initiation of such proceedings is not of itself to be regarded as a waiver of the agreement to mediate or as a termination of the mediation proceedings’.

\(^{82}\) See K.J. Hoft & F. Steffek, *Mediation*, p 64.
establish more precise duties of mediators (unless specifically regulated in the mediator contract) as well as to establish the applicable standard of care.\textsuperscript{83} Furthermore, it can also be difficult to establish the necessary causal link between the mediator’s breach of the standard of care and the loss to a disputing party, as well as adequacy.\textsuperscript{84} In some jurisdictions, legislation and case law even protect mediators from civil liability, which reflects the presumption that facilitating settlement is part of a mediator’s ‘official capacity’ that can be analogized to the judicial function.\textsuperscript{85} In sum, private law seems to have significant challenges in regulating the role of mediators, and liability clearly seems to remain an exception in many jurisdictions.\textsuperscript{86}

\section*{2.5. Conclusions}

\subsection*{2.5.1. Cross-Column Observations}

The examples above illustrate the phenomenon of private governance with regard to regulation, implementation and dispute resolution in global supply chains. The examples can be used for showing that a full private law analysis of a private governance system may necessitate looking across the ‘columns’. This is true both with regard to the contractual relationship between the chain leader and the supplier and with regard to third party claims.

Thus, in the supply chain, codes of conduct can be seen as a regulatory framework (private regulation) governing the companies in the chain. To make the codes operational, they are often incorporated into the contracts in the chain. However, the enforcement of the contract is not entirely left to the parties. Often third party certifiers control and supervise the implementation of the standards. With regard to the contractual relationship between the parties, this raises the question to what extent the interpretation of the CSR clauses in the contract can be influenced by the understanding and implementation at a more detailed level of the standards by the certifier and also whether certification of the supplier by the certifier in itself can be raised as a defence by the supplier against the chain leader in a case concerning breach of the CSR commitments by the supplier.


\textsuperscript{84} Ibid.

\textsuperscript{85} For details, see C. Chem, \textit{International Commercial Mediation (Dispute Resolution Guides)} (Informa Law from Routledge 2008), pp 229-232.

\textsuperscript{86} As noted by A. Ehlers, 1. NJCL 2014, p 3, ‘it is uncommon that practically all of the basic liability requirements will give rise to problems’.
However, as described above, the inclusion of CSR clauses as regulatory tools in the contract also turns the contractual relationship into a more ‘relational contract’. Consequently, should a dispute arise between two parties in the supply chain, the parties are likely to attempt to solve their dispute informally or by mediation. In these situations, private law may have less to offer in solving CSR issues between the parties, although the obligations are found in contracts. Rather, private law issues may be ‘transferred’ to the level of dispute resolution and concern the enforceability of mediation clauses and/or the possible liability of the mediator.

With regard to third party claims, these may be raised both against the chain leader and the certifier. However, the analysis shows that evaluating the possible liability of the certifier vis-à-vis third parties may require an evaluation of the extent to which the rule maker, i.e. the chain leader, itself has a duty of care towards the third party. The use of certification also raises the question whether the required level of awareness on the part of the chain leader may be lowered if a certifier is involved. Moreover, to the extent both the chain leader and the certifier can be held liable towards a third party, liability may be shared and apportioning liability between the two will require looking at the collaboration between them as a whole.

2.5.2. Market-Driven Private Governance: An Exception-Based Private Law

The example of global supply chains focuses on situations in which private governance initiatives have been initiated in the market (market-driven). Our analysis shows that in all of the examples of private governance emerging from the market both contract law and tort law are challenged if they are to serve as enforcement mechanisms. Moreover, the challenges seem to be of a similar nature across the different functions in the governance system. The most pertinent question is to what extent private law can safeguard public interests or public values in these private governance models. In this regard, our analysis shows that private law may be ill equipped to handle the pursuance of public values and interests by private actors. Thus, as a starting point public values, representing external interests, are a stranger to contract law. Even tort law, although concerned with the protection of third party interests in a broader sense, is challenged when it comes to protecting these interests in the employed business models. Consequently, only by use of rules and principles that in private law are thought of as exceptions to general rules, such as third party beneficiary law, reliance based liability, innovative principles of interpretation and specific gap filling rules is it possible to find mechanisms in private law that can protect the public values at stake in private governance systems. In this sense, the phenomenon of private governance can be seen as relying on an ‘exception-based’ private law in the safeguardening of public values and interests.
3. Private Governance Emerging from the State: The Example of Outsourcing of Universal Services

3.1. Introduction

Traditionally, European states and local governments have been extensively involved in markets for supply of universal services, such as energy and communication.\(^{87}\) Furthermore, production and supply companies were often vertically integrated and organized in such a way that they legally or practically acted as monopolies \textit{vis-à-vis} the end users.\(^{88}\) By the end of the 20\textsuperscript{th} century, these markets were ‘liberalized’ within the EU. Supply and distribution monopolies were dissolved and public entities largely withdrew from previous ownership.\(^{89}\) The aim of liberalization was to increase efficiency by establishing private, competitive markets for universal services, but to secure production, distribution and supply of universal services in accordance with public values and interests as well.\(^{90}\) Thus, market behaviour in these sectors is widely regulated by legislation at EU- and national level. The regulation of the energy sectors within the EU seems to serve as one prominent European example of an attempt to implement public values into private markets (‘publicization’\(^{91}\)).

In the following, we will use EU regulation, national Danish and German law and examples of contract clauses in a cross-column analysis to show how state-driven private governance systems function as regulators, implementers and dispute resolution bodies. This analysis will illustrate how state driven private governance challenges private law.

3.2. Regulation: EU-Based Statutory Law and a Limited Role of Private Contracts

In the energy sector, the primary means for liberalization has been a legal unbundling of the previously vertically organized production, transmission and distribution


\(^{91}\) See J. Freeman, 116, \textit{HLR} 2003, pp 1285-1352 and s. 1.3., supra.
of electricity and gas. However, public interest in energy supply has entailed the establishment of intensive control of the liberalized markets at various levels of the supply chain and by way of different methods. Production and partly also the supply of energy resources require concession. Distribution tariffs or pricing methodologies may be fixed or approved by national energy authorities. Private energy supply businesses must largely display prices and conditions to the public. They must offer their services to all customers in accordance with fundamental principles of a public law nature and – in many situations – to any customer requiring them. Within the EU, member states and private energy companies are under an obligation to secure a certain level of consumer protection in national legislation and contractual practices. Furthermore, national energy authorities can set aside prices and conditions even in the relations between energy companies and business customers, e.g. if these are considered to be unfair or if such interference is needed to avoid 'environmentally and socioeconomically inappropriate use of energy'.

Indeed – in addition to this detailed sector regulation – contracts entered into by e.g. private energy supply companies and their customers (i.e. the end users) still define some of the conditions for the supply. Thus, these contracts take the shape of regulation as well. However, the described legislative framework – intervening at various stages of transactions – in many situations leave a very narrow space for the autonomous formation of contracts between the supply companies and the end users, and – as we will show in the following – impact significantly on their legal effects.

93 See Arts 7 and 10 of Dir. 2009/72; § 10 and § 19 of the Danish Electricity Supply Act (lov om elforsyning); § 4 and 4a of German Energy Industry Act (Energiewirtschaftsgesetz).
94 See e.g. Art. 37, subs. 1(a) of Dir. 2009/72; § 69 of the Danish Electricity Supply Act (lov om elforsyning) on the use of a governing revenue framework (indtægtsramme) as price control mechanism.
95 See e.g. Art. 3, subs. 3, of Dir. 2009/72; § 76, subs. 1, of the Danish Electricity Supply Act (lov om elforsyning); § 5a and § 36 of German Energy Industry Act (Energiewirtschaftsgesetz).
96 See e.g. Art. 1 of Dir. 2009/72; § 6d of the Danish Electricity Supply Act (lov om elforsyning); § 10e the German Energy Industry Act (Energiewirtschaftsgesetz).
97 See below in s. 3.3.
98 See e.g. Arts 1 and 3 and Annex 1 of Dir. 2009/72.
99 See e.g. Art. 37, subs. 10 of Dir. 2009/72.
100 See e.g. § 77, subs. 3 of Danish Electricity Supply Act (lov om elforsyning).
102 Standard conditions for the supply of e.g. electricity are widely made public on the different suppliers' websites. In comparison, they seem to contain only few variations.
3.3. Implementation: The Private Provision of Universal Services

One prominent tool for the described ‘publicization’ of energy markets is the obligation often placed upon private supply companies to offer their services to any customer demanding them, i.e. an obligation to supply. Such obligation may follow expressly from EU or national legislation. For instance, according to Article 3 of the EU Electricity Directive, member states can place upon private electricity producers and system operators ‘public service obligations’ (subs. 2), including an obligation to supply consumers and small enterprises (subs. 3). Consequently, according to § 6 b of the Danish Electricity Act, private companies that offer electricity products within a given area, are under a duty to offer these products to all ‘consumer households’.103

An obligation to supply may also follow indirectly – from those general duties of public law nature which are placed upon the private suppliers as a precondition for any market activity. Within the EU, energy supply companies are obliged to offer their services on the basis of ‘transparent, objective, fair and non-discriminating conditions’.104 Thus, because of this general principle, private energy suppliers may have an obligation to supply to any customer demanding their services, i.e. including business customers. At least it may considerably reduce the possibilities for the supplier to reject a customer.105

103 See e.g. also Art. 3 of the EU Gas Directive, Dir. 2009/73/EC of the European Parliament and of the Council of 13 July 2009 concerning common rules for the internal market in natural gas and repealing Directive 2003/55/EC, data.europa.eu/eli/dir/2009/73/oj, and corresponding national legislation, cf. the Danish Act on the Supply of Natural Gasses (Naturgasforsyningsloven), § 7. According to Art. 4 of the Universal Service Directive, the member states shall ensure ‘that all reasonable requests for connection at a fixed location to the public telephone network and for access to publicly available telephone services at a fixed location are met by at least one undertaking’, cf. also the Danish Act on Telecommunication (Teleloven), §§ 3–6. Comparable rules are found in Art. 3 of the EU Postal Directive (EU Dir. 1997/67 on common rules for the development of the internal market of community postal services and the improvement of quality of service, data.europa.eu/eli/dir/1997/67/oj). At national level, an obligation to contract or a supply duty may also lie with e.g. heating stations and water supply plants, cf. e.g. § 45 of the Danish Water Supply Act.

104 Article 3, subs. 1 of Dir. 2009/72; e.g. § 6 d of the Danish Electricity Supply Act (lov om elforsyning).

105 An obligation to contract may also (indirectly) be a consequence of rules of competition law. General principles of competition law will generally include doctrines of non-discrimination, cf. e.g. EUT Art. 101 and Art. 102 and § 6 of the Danish Competition Law (konkurrenceloven), and can be regarded as (indirectly) imposing duties on the parties to the contract. The contractual nature of these principles of competition law is however generally unclear. Within the EU a breach of fundamental principles of competition law (such as restrictive or discriminating trade practices) will establish a basis for a claim for damages in accordance with general tort law principles, cf. Art. 3 of Dir. 2014/104 of 26 November 2014 on certain rules governing actions for damages under national law for infringements of the competition law provisions of the Member States and of the European Union, http://data.europa.eu/eli/dir/2014/104/oj as implemented by § 3 of the
Often the duty to supply entails an obligation for the private supplier to enter into a contract with the end user.\textsuperscript{106} However, such obligation to contract contradicts the fundamental principle of party autonomy in private law.\textsuperscript{107} The lack of consent to the transaction may affect contract interpretation\textsuperscript{108} but also more radically impact the applicability of general principles of contract law to the transaction. Thus, the legal character of such mandatory contracts may not be clear.

As an example, in some member states any supply of electricity requires an express contract to be entered into between the supply company and the end user.\textsuperscript{109} Other member states place the general supply duty upon one supplier of Danish act on the Handling of Claims for Damages caused by Breach of Competition Law (\textit{Lov om behandling af ersonningsager vedrørende overtredelser af konkurrenceretten}) and § 33a of the German Act against Restriction of Competition (\textit{Gesetz gegen Wettbewerbsbeschränkungen}). An obligation to contract may also be a possible consequence of an application of fundamental rights, cf. e.g. T. WILHELMSSON, ‘Contract and Equality’, 40. SSJ (Scandinavian Studies in Law) 2000(145-165), p 153.

\textsuperscript{106} See e.g. the Danish Electricity Supply Act § 6 (\textit{lov om elforsyning}) and (with respect to consumers) the Dir. 2009/72, Appendix I, s. 1a.


\textsuperscript{108} T. INDEE & K. N. OLESEN, ‘The Public Sector and Obligation to Contract’, 12. \textit{ECLR (European Contract Law Review)} 2016(2), pp 87-93. The authors assume (however with considerable caution) that an obligation to contract may influence on contract interpretation. The authors conclude (pp 91 et seq.) that general principles of contract interpretation ‘are fundamental with regard to forced contracts too, but as argued above there can be situations where they might be used with a twist’.

\textsuperscript{109} See e.g. § 6 of the Danish Electricity Supply Act (\textit{lov om elforsyning}).
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last resort, demanding no (express) contract between the end user and the supplier. In Germany, where the latter model is used,\textsuperscript{110} the concluding or implied behaviour of the consuming end user will generally be considered as governed by the general rules of purchase in the Bürgerliches Gesetzbuch (BGB) (§§ 422 et seq.).\textsuperscript{111} However the general principles of § 305 of the German BGB on the binding effect of standard form clauses into contracts under private law does not apply to the supplier of the last resort’s terms conditions as these are regulated by law.\textsuperscript{112} The stricter conditions of adhesion of § 305 BGB will apply in the case, where the supply of electricity (outside the scope of the supply duty of the supplier of last resort) is based upon (an express) contract, cf. § 41 of the German Energy Industry Act.

The link between the statutory supply duty and general principles of contract law may depend upon (on the one hand) the strength of the public values and interests involved and (on the other hand) the element of consent to the concrete transaction.

Without a mutual consent to the contract, one can ask whether parties may be bound to the terms of the agreement in the same way and under the same circumstances, as if the agreement were voluntary, and whether traditional remedies for breach will be available. For instance, the tight public regulative framework around the supply contract and the technical complexity of production, distribution and supply of energy will often bring about questions on the effect of changes in legislation on the rights and duties of the contracting parties. Due to the basic principle of freedom of contract, a variation of the contract needs in principle to be agreed upon, hereby fulfilling the same requirements as to formation as the original agreement.\textsuperscript{113} However, public interests in the supply of the goods or services in question may lower the bars in contract law for accepting certain unilateral variations of the contract imposed by the supply company on its customers. For instance, in the case of system threatening circumstances, the end user may have to accept even radical changes to the contract.

The Danish Supreme Court decision \textit{UfR} 2006 1189 \textit{H} provides an illustrative example of this. This decision concerned a dispute between the non-profit private organization Dansk Internet Forum (DIFO), which was entrusted the administration of the internet domain ‘.dk’, and a private company (DMS), which

\textsuperscript{110} See e.g. § 36 of the German Energy Industry Act (\textit{Energiewirtschaftsgesetz}) on the energy supplier’s Grundversorgungspflicht.

\textsuperscript{111} P. MESSAES, I. RAUSCH & M. MORAING (eds), \textit{Verträge der Energiewirtschaft}, p 173.

\textsuperscript{112} With respect to its prices and conditions, the supplier of the last resort will only have to meet the criteria of § 39 and § 40 of the German Energy Industry Act (\textit{Energiewirtschaftsgesetz}), cf. M. SCHULTE & R. SCHÖWER, \textit{Handbuch des Technikrechts} (Springer 2011), p 633; P. MESSAES, I. RAUSCH & M. MORAING (eds), \textit{Verträge der Energiewirtschaft}, p 173.

was registrant of the domain name ‘co.dk’. After the registration of the domain name ‘co.dk’, DIFO adopted new terms and conditions for the use of domain names registered under the internet domain ‘.dk’, which included a right to withdraw a registered domain name in the public interest, in certain situations against a fair compensation. Since the use of the domain name ‘co.dk’ had created some confusion for users of the domain name system, DIFO announced its intention to withdraw the domain name ‘co.dk’ and offered DMS a compensation of 25,000 DKK (approximately 6,500 EUR). Since DMS had never agreed to these new terms and conditions, and the right to withdraw a domain name was not supported by statutory law, DMS made a claim for damages. The Danish Supreme Court stated that there was a contractual relationship between DIFO and DMS, which had the character of a ‘mass contract’ (i.e. a standard contract entered into with a high number of customers), and that DIFO was entitled to make changes to this ‘mass contract’ if ‘warranted by special circumstances’.

Furthermore, terms for the supply of e.g. energy to end users often contain explicit variation clauses. From a purely commercial perspective, such variation rights often stand out as very wide.

A clause in the standard terms of the Danish electricity supply company Blue Energy provides an illustrative example: ‘BE (Blue Energy) reserves the right to unilateral change these terms and conditions, including prices. Substantial changes to the detriment of the Customer will be implemented with notice in accordance with the existing legislation’.

A radical lack of mutuality may make the binding effect or the validity of the clause questionable under private law. As a minimum, such contractual discretion may be limited by implementation of concepts of good faith, fair dealing, etc. Also in contracts for the supply of universal services, certain limitations to the energy supplier’s use of the variation right will be found to exist. The above-mentioned principles of transparency, objectivity and non-discrimination will presumably restrain variations, either on a statutory basis, or by interpretation.

---

114 See [www.blueenergy.dk](http://www.blueenergy.dk). Comparable clauses are contained in other standard terms for the supply to business customers, cf. e.g. [www.natur-energi.dk/media/1336/erhvervbetingelser.pdf](http://www.natur-energi.dk/media/1336/erhvervbetingelser.pdf); [www.jyskenergi.dk/vilkår-og-betingelser-erhverv](http://www.jyskenergi.dk/vilkår-og-betingelser-erhverv).

115 For the benefit of the public party comparable wide-ranging variation clauses are sometimes implemented into outsourcing contracts, e.g. in contracts on the outsourcing of social services, cf. O. Hansen, ‘Public Law by Contract: The Reluctant Creation of Private Markets for Welfare Service’. 25. ERPL (European Review on Private Law) 2017, pp 644 et seq.


117 See above and e.g. Art. 3, subs. 1 of the Dir. 2009/72; § 6d of the Danish Electricity Supply Act (lov om elforsyning). According to Danish law, these principles specifically apply to the price setting cf. § 73 of the Danish Electricity Supply Act (lov om elforsyning).
However, it may prove difficult to make use of such public law standards in market settings, e.g., when assessing the size of the commercial manoeuvring room left for the supply company. Principles of objective reason and non-discrimination originate from public (administrative) law, where they restrict public authorities’ use of power. Just as the obligation to contract, they contradict fundamental principles of private law. Thus, as a clear point of departure, once conferred with a contractual right, a party to a contract may use this right at will. In Scandinavian legal theory, some authors earlier argued for a possible development of a general principle of equality as embedded in contract law itself. Building primarily on fundamental rights and social rights principles of non-discrimination, Thomas Wilhelmsson in an article from 2000 stated the following:

A principle of equality (…) could be expressed as follows. Undertakings, public authorities and other similar institutions are obliged to treat their customers equally. This means that everyone should be entitled to contract with that undertaking on the same terms and conditions as other customers, unless there are sound reasons for special treatment.119

However, Wilhelmsson was aware of the contradictive nature of such theorem. He acknowledged that it would require ‘another attitude to the main rules and exceptions than that which has previously been expressed’.120 Indeed, private law lends no or only little support for the assessment of what is to be considered as being ‘objective’ or deserving ‘equal treatment’ in a commercial contract setting.121 Individual bargains are the raison d’être of markets.

118 In the above-mentioned case Danish Supreme Court 23 January 2006, UfR 2006 1189 H, the Danish Supreme Court stated that when making use of its right to impose unilateral variations on its customers, DIFO was obliged ‘not to discriminate its customers or to rely on non-objective criteria’.

119 T. WILHELMSSON, 40. SSL 2000, p 164. See also F. NYBERG, Avtalsfrihet, pp 79, 230.

120 T. WILHELMSSON, 40. SSL 2000, p 164.

121 Private law may fragmentarily or in its periphery point at principles that can help to determine the content of such doctrines. In purely commercial contractual settings, principles of non-discrimination and objective reason may be included in contracts of a certain network character, such as e.g. franchise contracts. In some legal systems legislation on franchise contracts contain a protection of the franchisee against discrimination, cf. e.g. § 23-2-2.7-2(5) of the Indiana Deceptive Franchise Practices Act (IDFPA). Within the EU there is no general regulation on the subject. A study report from 2017 from the Directorate-General for internal policies point at that the protection of franchisees within the EU may be inadequate, see europarl.europa.eu/RegData/etudes/STUD/2016/593340/IPOL_STU(2016)593340_EN.pdf. Where a duty of non-discrimination does not stem from the legislation, it is uncertain whether such principles (without clear support in the contract terms), can considered to be implied by interpretation as a duty of loyalty, good faith or the like, cf. e.g. A. TERRY & C. DI LERNIA, ‘Franchising and the Quest for the Holy Grail: Good Faith or Good Intentions’, 33. MULR (Melbourne University Law Review) 2009, pp 542–578. In Nordic law, it seems fair to assume that the long term and often complex nature of the franchise agreement impose upon the parties an extended duty of good faith and loyalty, cf. P. SUND-NORGÅRD, Tolkningen av franchiseavtal (Juridiska fakulteten vid Helsingfors universitet 2014),
A decision from the Danish Energy Complaint Board (Energiklagenævnet) illustrates the difficulties (case 2007-21-458): According to the business conditions of a district heating station (HK) a discount was given to customers on the basis of registered building sizes. According to these criteria, one end user (DJ) did not qualify for the discount. However, due to its special activities (the running of laboratories and hothouses), DJ purchased a substantial amount of heating and therefore claimed that the discount practices of HK were unfair. HK argued that a yearly payment of 50,000 DKK from HK to DJ constituted a discount equivalent to DJ’s status as a primary customer, whereas DJ held that this payment was a fee for HK’s renting of local pre heating installations owned by DJ. The Energy Complaint Board found that the discount given to customers based on registered building sizes was ‘discriminating’ towards HK’s other customers. However, with respect to the question of the yearly payment of 50,000 DKK, the complaint board held as follows: ‘The Energy Authority finds that the payment of 50,000 DKK from (HK) to (DJ) possibly can be in conflict with the rules of the Heating Supply Act on the allowance of discounts. However, the Authority consider the contractual relation to be of such unclear nature that further submission of evidence will be necessary to clarify the dispute. Such submission of evidence can only take place within the ordinary court system. Thus, the Authority does not find a reason to pursue further and refer the question to the ordinary courts’.122

Within the contractual relationship between the supplier and the end user, the public interest may affect the remedies for breach at the disposal of the end user as well. In connection with the wide-ranging variation clauses that enable continuous adjustments of prices and terms, supply companies often include extensive hardship clauses and disclaimers of liability in their standard supply terms. The wording of such clauses may cause doubt as to whether the end user has any (efficient) remedy in case of the supplier’s non-compliance.123 Taking into

pp 111 ff. And it is also fair to assume that franchisees may be protected under § 36 of the Danish (and common Nordic) Contracts Act (aftaleloven) against the use of unfair contract terms and unfair conduct. However, there is currently no legal sources that shed light on how to use standards of non-discrimination this context. The possible horizontal effect of fundamental rights continuously leads to the consideration of the effect of anti discrimination doctrines on private law, cf. e.g. S. JANSSEN & S. SOMERS, ‘The Principle of Equality as a Catalyst: The Increasing Influence of the Principle of Equality on the Belgian Law of Obligations’, in A. Keirse & M. Loos (eds), Waves in Contract and Liability Law in Three Decades of Ius Commune (Intersentia 2017), pp 61–104. See also e.g. P. BOTT, ‘Dynamische und personalisierte Preise zwischen Vertragsfreiheit und Willkür’, in J. Lamla, T. Hess, C. Ochs & M. Friedewald (eds), Die Zukunft der Datenökonomie (Springer 2019 – in press) pp 285–305. With a viewpoint from administrative law one can note a current development in Nordic legal theory with respect to the interaction between administrative acts and contract, c.f. e.g. R. Grønved Nielsen, 2/163-188. TFR (Tidsskrift for Rettsvitenskap, 2019. 122 Unofficial translation of the authors. 123 As an example, the standard supply terms of Blue Energy (mentioned above) contain the following liability disclaimer: ‘BE is (…) without liability for customers’ loss of service, loss of profit or other
consideration the generic nature of the performance, it is striking that the supplier of electricity is in a position to disclaim its liability even for the amount and the quality of the performance under the contract. Formerly, such disclaimers may have been a result of the supplier’s position as a monopolist. However, in the liberalized - but intensely controlled - energy market it is fair to assume that the use of disclaimers of liability for core performances derives from the core public interests in the supply of universal services. Thus, the contractual basis for remedies for breach may be weakened by that initial lack of consent, which characterizes a substantial part of transactions in the market for supply of universal services. In case of unlawful denial of contract, the legal effect of the obligation to contract may not be clear. The rejected end user may have a (statutory) right to specific performance, but it seems unclear, whether a claim for damages can be based upon the (not existing) contract or e.g. (in addition or alternatively) on the fundamental principles of tort law.

3.4. Dispute Resolution: Arbitration

Universal services contracts with commercial end users may include binding arbitration agreements, which submit disputes concerning the provision of universal services to arbitration.\(^\text{124}\) Such arbitration will be consensual in nature.\(^\text{125}\) It will also be subject to comprehensive state regulation. Thus, most modern states have adopted a statutory legal framework for arbitration based on the UNCITRAL Model Law on International Commercial Arbitration (1985, amended in 2006).\(^\text{126}\) In several jurisdictions, this framework also generally applies to commercial arbitration that is not international in character.\(^\text{127}\) We will therefore use the Model Law as basis for our analysis.

---

\(^{124}\) Arbitration agreements with consumers concerning future disputes may not be binding or may be otherwise unenforceable in many jurisdictions, see e.g. G. Born, *International Commercial Arbitration* (Kluwer Law International, 2nd edn 2014), pp 1014–1027. Examples of Danish suppliers using such arbitration agreements in their standard commercial terms are [www.jyskeneri.dk](http://www.jyskeneri.dk) and [www.gasel.dk](http://www.gasel.dk).

\(^{125}\) For an analysis of the consensual nature of arbitration, see, in particular, A.M. Stinglhuber, *Consent in International Arbitration* (Oxford: Oxford University Press 2012).

\(^{126}\) Arbitration is also subject to important international conventions, including the New York Convention on the Recognition and Enforcement of Foreign Arbitral Awards (1958).

In a private governance perspective, the Model Law implies a delegation of state power to private actors (arbitrators) to adjudicate disputes with a legally binding and enforceable effect as long as the private arbitration adheres to fundamental ‘procedural justice values’, the dispute is capable of settlement by arbitration, and the arbitral award is not contrary to public policy. The Model Law defines important rights and duties of arbitrators, some of which are mandatory, and to some extent, it also regulates the remedies available for breach of these duties. However, the Model Law provides no exhaustive regulation of these matters. Instead, it empowers the arbitral tribunal to decide on all matters concerning the conduct of arbitral proceedings to which the parties do not agree. In exercising this discretion, arbitrators must of course adhere to the fundamental principles laid down in the Model Law, including the principle on equal treatment of the parties.

Disputes arising from universal services contracts can involve public values and matters of public interest such as violations of the general requirement for ‘fair, objective and non-discriminating’ price calculation principles. Despite this public interest, such disputes are capable of settlement by arbitration in many (if not all) jurisdictions. Thus, state courts may set aside the award and/or refuse recognition and enforcement of the award only if the arbitral award is in conflict with the public policy of the state. Public policy (ordre public) is generally a vague concept and many jurisdictions perceive it as a (very) narrow concept. State courts can only set aside an arbitral award if a party starts timely proceedings to this end, which none of the parties may have an incentive to do (e.g. when a discrimination only harms third parties). A party may seek recognition and enforcement of the award in foreign jurisdictions, where the award does not violate public policy. Consequently, the power of state courts to set aside arbitral awards or to refuse recognition and enforcement of awards only provide limited safeguards of public values and interests in disputes submitted to arbitration.

128 Articles 34–36 of the UNICTRAL Model Law on International Commercial Arbitration and the New York Convention often constitute the basis for such state regulation. As mentioned above, arbitration also presupposes a valid arbitration agreement.
129 Article 19(2) of the Model Law.
130 See, in particular, Art. 18 of the Model Law.
131 See supra s. 3.3.
132 In recent decades, the general trend in many jurisdictions has been an expansion of disputes capable of settlement by arbitration, including disputes involving elements of a (strong) public interest. For an overview, see e.g. G. Born, International Commercial Arbitration, Ch. 6.
133 See Arts 34 and 36 of the Model Law.
134 See, in particular, the comparative analysis in F. Godhoosi, International Dispute Resolution and the Public Policy Exception (Routledge 2016), who identifies four different approaches (paradigms) concerning public policy: (1) Social and economic life (public sphere), (2) basic notions of morality and justice, (3) fundamental principles of law and (4) international public policy.
135 See Arts 34 and 36 of the Model Law.
This makes it pertinent to consider whether arbitrators have a duty to safeguard public values and interests relevant for the dispute submitted to arbitration (such as the non-discrimination principle mentioned in ss 3.2 and 3.3). If a party raises the issue of discrimination in an arbitration, arbitrators will normally have an obligation to apply any applicable non-discrimination principle.\(^\text{136}\) If none of the parties raises the issue, e.g. because the discrimination only harms third parties, it is less clear whether arbitrators may or must apply any applicable non-discrimination principle. In principle, arbitrators could have a duty to \textit{ex officio} investigate the issue (e.g. if information in the case suggests that the non-discrimination principle might be infringed), to give judicial ‘hints and feedback’ to the parties concerning the issue and (eventually) to apply the non-discrimination principle even though it was not raised by the parties.\(^\text{137}\) The basis for establishing such \textit{ex officio} obligations of arbitrators is, however, generally limited.\(^\text{138}\)

Even if arbitrators have duties to safeguard public values and interests, the remedies for breach of the duties are uncertain. A party may raise a claim for the setting aside or refusal of recognition and enforcement of the award, but (again) this will depend, in particular, on the concept of public policy which, as mentioned, is (very) narrow in many jurisdictions. In some jurisdictions, the arbitrator might also incur a liability in damages towards the parties. However, a party may not have an incentive to make use of such remedies (e.g. if the discrimination has only harmed third parties), and it seems impossible to provide any remedies to third parties (including representatives for diffuse and collective/public interests) without clear statutory support. In sum, arbitration law has limited capability to ensure the safeguarding of public values and interests in disputes submitted to arbitration such as the above-mentioned non-discrimination principle.

\(^\text{136}\) See Art. 28 of the Model Law and e.g. F. Ferrari & G. Corredo-Moss (eds), \textit{Iura Novit Curia in International Arbitration} (JurisNet 2018).


\(^\text{138}\) The Model Law does not explicitly impose such obligations on arbitrators. Nevertheless, commentators argue that arbitrators have an implicit duty (to take reasonable measures) to render a binding and enforceable arbitral award, see e.g. G. Born, \textit{International Commercial Arbitration}, p 1393. Arguably, arbitrators should therefore also have a duty to \textit{ex officio} take into consideration any matters which may lead to the setting aside or refusal of recognition and enforcement of the award, including matters that would bring the award in conflict with the public policy of the state. However, since the concept of public policy is (very) narrow in many jurisdictions, the duty of arbitrators will in this regard be equally limited.
On a more general level, it seems that arbitration as a means of dispute resolution creates challenges in private law that are similar to those identified supra 3.2. and 3.3. As mentioned, the Model Law leaves significant discretion to arbitrators to decide when the parties disagree with regard to matters concerning the conduct of the arbitral proceedings, including the duties of the arbitrators. In principle, this leaves room for private law to govern the exercise of this discretion within the framework established by the Model Law. It is in this context that challenges in private law seem to emerge.

First, the normative basis in private law for governing arbitration is unclear. Several potential legal sources are available: Contract law (such as the obligation to act in good faith and principles of agency law), civil procedure law (based on the status of arbitrators performing a judicial role similar to judges in public courts) or a *sui generis* arbitration law. In international commercial arbitration, even more potential sources are available: The contract law, civil procedure law or *sui generis* arbitration law of a particular jurisdiction (typically the law of the seat of the arbitral tribunal) or a non-national law based on international standards for international commercial arbitration (‘arbitral common law’). These many potential legal sources have resulted in different legal theories about the ‘legal nature of arbitration’.

The theories emphasize either the contractual nature of arbitration (contractual theory), the judicial (public) nature of arbitration as originating from a delegation from one or more state legal orders (judicial or jurisdictional theory), a mix of both (hybrid theory) or the autonomous nature of arbitration (autonomous theory). Such theories offer different perspectives on the legal effects of arbitration, including the extent to which private law governs arbitration and, if so, whether this is the private law of a particular jurisdiction (typically the law of the seat of the arbitral tribunal) or an autonomous (non-national) private law (delocalization theory). Other theories emphasize that arbitrators are agents of a greater (transnational) arbitration community, which builds arbitral institutions and thus the capacity to govern. This *judicialization* of arbitration may

---


eventually lead to a constitutionalization by embedding arbitral legal orders within an overarching legal framework that includes general principles of law, international economic law, and human rights, including property rights and guarantees of due process.  

Neither the Model Law nor the above-mentioned theories have resulted in a common and clear understanding of the law governing arbitration beyond agreements between the parties and statutory arbitration laws. In these respects, the private law that governs arbitration – and, in particular, international commercial arbitration – suffers from a significant loss of orientation. This has implications, inter alia, for establishing the arbitrators’ duties.

Challenges in private law also emerge when we look at remedies for breach of arbitrators’ duties. From a private law perspective, the Model Law rules on setting aside, recognition and enforcement of arbitral awards will generally rule out a claim for specific performance of any duty of arbitrators beyond the statutory duties of arbitrators. In addition, statutory law in several jurisdictions exempt arbitrators from liability in the performance of their core duties as arbitrators. Thus, the two most important private law remedies for breach of arbitrators’ duties – specific performance and liability – are subject to very significant restrictions.

3.5. Conclusions

3.5.1. Cross-Observations

State regulation of the sectors for supply of universal services leaves very little room for party autonomy. However, contracts play a major role as a legal basis for the implementation of public values. Thus, without understanding the complex interplay between the ‘column 1’ of statutory regulation and the implementation of contractual practices in ‘column 2’, the legal implications of private governance of universal services cannot be properly assessed. Generally, a duty to supply placed upon private universal service providers will also mean an obligation to contract with anyone demanding the service on terms and conditions compliant to the aim and purpose of the sector legislation. The obligation to contract may emerge

---

142 Ibid.
143 See e.g. G. Born, *International Commercial Arbitration*, p 1985, ‘Given the essential importance of the arbitrators’ obligations to the arbitral process, there is a remarkable lack of authority concerning even the general nature of these obligations ...’.
144 See Arts 34 and 36 of the Model Law.
145 See e.g. s. 29(1) of the UK Arbitration Act 1996, ‘An arbitrator is not liable for anything done or omitted in the discharge or purported discharge of his functions as arbitrator unless the act or omission is shown to have been in bad faith’. More generally, see G. Born, *International Commercial Arbitration*, pp 2027 et seq.
expressly from the legislation, but it might also be a consequence of duties placed on the private suppliers to implement principles of non-discrimination.

Despite the extensive regulation and the implementation of public values into private markets for universal services, private supply companies and business-consumers are free to opt-out of the ordinary court system as forum for dispute resolution. The use of private and usually confidential arbitration procedures seems to contradict the apparent political request for public control since the parties to the contract may have no incentive to pursue public goals, nor will arbitrators have the same obligations to pursue public interests as judges in the ordinary court system. Thus, neither the impact on private law of regulation nor of implementation of public values in the sectors for universal services can be assessed without considerable emphasis on the chosen means of dispute resolution ('column 3').

3.5.2. State-Driven Private Governance: An Amputated Private Law

The analysis shows that regulatory adjustments made in private law with the aim to control the activity in the liberalized markets for universal services are significant. The mandatory elements of contract formation contradicts private law’s fundamental principle of party autonomy and creates a conflict of values that persists down the line of private law’s systematics and reasoning, from the formation to completion of contracts. The inverted point of departure leads to a legitimacy dilemma and loss of orientation in contract law, now placed between the conflicting poles of legality and autonomy.

As shown, on the one hand the obligation to contract challenges fundamental principles of mutuality, by justifying unilateral variation rights. On the other hand, public law doctrines of e.g. transparency, objectivity and non-discrimination (which are closely connected to the obligation to contract) limit the free choice of the private supply company. This public law impact on contract law suggests a pull away from contract as the governing legal instrument in the direction of public ordering or administrative acts, often embedded with these exact characteristics. Without a clear hierarchy between private and public law’s founding norms and principles, the legal position of the parties hereby becomes (highly) uncertain.

Public law’s influence on private law further seems to affect remedies, e.g. the private supply company’s liability for breach of contract. Possibly, due to the same public values and interests that justify the supply duty, the supplier will generally be subject to a very limited liability regime, exempting liability for any damage caused by non-performance. The complexity of the distribution system and the public tasks placed upon the private supply companies may possibly be considered as justification for such limitations and disclaimers. However, the potential of private law to govern the supply of universal services in private markets relies on the available remedies for breach. What is a contract without remedies in case of breach?
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On this background, the use of arbitration is striking. The nature of the (contractual) relationship between the contracting parties and the arbitrator is unclear, bearing itself many of the characteristics of state driven private governance. States do seem more reluctant with respect to regulation of private arbitration and more confident in leaving room for party autonomy than in the example of the provision of universal services, but private law’s ability to support the fundamental public values at stake in arbitration is still doubtful. This is all the more so since the private nature and confidentiality of arbitration clearly contradicts the public demand for transparency and can be assumed to bar any aggrieved party from knowledge of and evidence of e.g. discriminating business conduct.

4. Concluding Remarks: Two Main Findings: And Further Questions

The analysis above has led to two main findings. They both lead to more questions.

Firstly, the study seems to indicate that a thorough private law analysis of a private governance phenomenon may require looking at the three functionalities of the governance system as a whole. For example, it is not possible to examine the possible liability of a supply chain certifier (column 2) vis-à-vis third parties unless the possible liability of the chain leader (column 1) is also examined. Likewise, an examination of the contract law related to contracts for the supply of energy services (column 2) requires an understanding of the regulatory framework behind the privatization of these services (column 1) as well as an understanding of the extent to which the public values embedded in the contracts can be presumed to be protected in the chosen dispute resolution system (column 3). More examples can be found in sections 2 and 3 above. Moreover, such a cross column analysis may also reveal some stunning internal contradictions in the governance system. As an example could be mentioned the pursuance of transparency goals in the regulatory framework for the provision of universal services combined with the use of private arbitration as a dispute resolution mechanism which does not generally require any form of publicity. Also the widespread use of informal dispute resolution mechanisms such as mediation in conflicts concerning CSR can be seen as contradicting the fact that the soft law CSR standards are increasingly being ‘hardened’ by incorporation into contracts. Such contradictions may weaken the potential of private law as a private governance tool (see further below).

Secondly, the examples seem to indicate that private law is rich on mechanisms that can be activated in a private governance setting. Contract is an obvious governance instrument because of its ability to steer and serve a regulatory function but also tort law can have important functions both with regard to developing standards and serving as an accountability mechanism. In addition, both contract law and tort law are today viewed as flexible tools in their sphere of command. However, when it comes to serving as a tool for private actors’ pursuance of public interests and values in today’s private governance systems, private law is also challenged. Moreover, the challenge seems to have a different character in the
two chosen examples. In the supply chain example, private law is pushed to its limits. The phenomenon of private governance seems to call for the use of what could be called an ‘exception-based’ private law. This picture is clear in contract law but can to some extent also be found in tort law. Relying on an ‘exception-based’ private law also implies relying on principles that are not always fully developed or that are ‘invented’ in the concrete case, giving rise to uncertainty for all actors in the governance system and for third parties that are external to the governance system. Based on this observation, one might have assumed that state driven private governance would give rise to less uncertainty since the private law effects could be clearly regulated in the public law framework surrounding the governance system. However, as the example of universal services shows, this seems not to be the case. To the contrary, in these cases, private governance seems to have an even more disturbing effect on private law. In the example of universal services, the ‘invasion’ of public law principles, stemming from statutory frameworks, into private law has as a consequence that basic private law principles – such as freedom of contract – disappear from the private law system. This ‘amputation’ causes a considerable loss of orientation in the private law system where public law principles such as legality and equality come to compete with private law notions of autonomy and mutuality. Very often the outcome of this rivalry is almost unpredictable.

In our analysis, we have used the supply chain as an example of a market driven governance system and the supply of universal services as an example of a state driven private governance system. The analysis raises the question whether the observed differences in the way private law is affected in these two categories would also be recognizable in other examples of market driven and state driven private governance systems. For example, it might be assumed that the same pattern would appear in an analysis of market driven platform law systems and state driven contracting out systems, although, as observed above, state driven systems may come in different versions with varying regulatory intensity. The analysis also raises the question whether the distinction between market driven and state driven private governance systems would be relevant in other respects. For instance, it must be assumed that the involvement of the state as a ‘delegator’ of tasks to private actors will affect the basic risk- and liability distribution both in contract and tort in any state driven private governance system. Thus, state actors will in some respects be regarded as being better capable of absorbing risks than private actors. In other respects, however, state actors may be protected by a special immunity or lenient liability rules. Such factors may influence also the amount of risk and liability allocated to the private party in the private governance system.

In general, the analysis may be seen as indicating a largely unexplored potential of private law to function as a tool in private governance systems. At the same time, the challenges posed to private law by the phenomenon of private governance may call for further development of basic private law concepts. Thus, an ‘exception based’ and ‘amputated’ private law hardly constitutes a viable frame
for accommodating the widespread phenomenon of private governance. It is a
d fundamental challenge in this regard that the often used alternative dispute resolu-
tion mechanisms, such as mediation and arbitration, are focused on solving indivi-
dual conflicts rather than creating transparent precedence. Thus, the development
of a coherent new private law, adapted to its new public role, may be dependent on
a parallel development of the role and nature of private dispute resolution mechan-
isms. If such development in private law does not take place, instead of giving rise
to new synergies in the cross field between state and market, private governance
may risk expanding into a hazy gap between public and private law. Here, both
societies and markets will suffer from a lack of fundamental principles of legal
protection.